There are many Uighur texts with the contents of Abhidharma. First, we organize and list the Uighur Abhidarma texts. Second, among those texts, we deal with a fragment of 'Commentaries on Abhidharmakośa-kārikā (倶舎論頌疏) which is preserved at the Berlin Brandenburg Academy, with the text number U5491. We provide the transcription, translation and commentary of this text.
The Uighur Abhidharma texts
Many Uighur texts belong to the Abhidharma. As shown below, we can differentiate six types:
(1) Abhidharma-kośabhāṣya (阿毘達磨俱舎論) 1 (2) Abidharmakośabhāṣya-ṭīkā Tattvārthā (阿毘達磨俱舎論實義疏) 2 1 a) Sixteen leaves are preserved at the Ethnographic Museum in Stockholm (1935-25~40, a total of 2066 lines). The publication of the text is in preparation by the author of this article; it is entitled Uighur bhidharmakośabhāṣya preserved at the Ethnographic Museum in Stockholm. The contents of texts (a) and (c) are in Chinese Jū shè lùn song lùn bĕn 倶 舎論頌疏論本 (Taisho tripitaka No. 1823). 6 Here, we discuss text (a), namely, U5491 that is preserved at the Berlin Brandenburg Academy.
Jū shè lùn song lùn bĕn was written by Yuán-huī 円輝 in the Tang dynasty. It is composed of 30 volumes and includes commentaries on the Abhidharmakośa-kārikā, namely, the stanzas included in the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya.
In China and Japan, Jū shè lùn song lùn bĕn has widely read as a good introduction to the studies of the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya.
Transcribed text, translation and commentary of U5491
The contents of U5491 were identified with Chinese original passage by P. Zieme, who advised us of it in a personal letter, a few years ago. U5491 is a fragment with broken parts in its script. However, we can fill in the missing parts, since it is bilingual text of Chinese and Uighur. Furthermore, the information contained in the studies of the Uighur Abhidharma texts, such as the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya or the Abidharmakośabhāṣya-ṭīkā Tattvārthā, is of invaluable help in reconstructing these lacunae. 
Transcribed text

Translation of text
'[The owner of argument', namely Vasubandhu (世親), comments as follows.] Seite1-0) [The opinion of Master Dharmatrāta (法救) should be joined to that of the Sāṃkhya School, namely non-Buddhist philosophies,] since [his (opinion) is that to be bound by the presence of vicissitudes in dharma (when dharma endures three times, namely past, present, and future). The Sāṃkhya School also] 1) insists on the presence of vicissitudes in dharma. 2) ~ 6) The opinion of Master Ghoṣaka on these times: The characteristics of each time are confused because each characteristic is (found) in all three times. 6) ~ Seite 2-8) The opinion on these times of Master Buddhadeva: Times are confused by their rotations, which amounts to three times in a time. There are many kṣaṇas in the past, and two of them, which are located before and behind, must be named the past and the future moreover kṣaṇa between the two is named the present. The future and the present can be explained in the same way. 8) ~ 9) Therefore, the third opinion of Vasumitra is the best. 
Commentary
The contents of the Uighur text explain the religious background of the Buddhist sects. Concretely, they elucidate the opinions of four masters who belonged to the Sarvāstivādin School on whether conditioned things exist as substances in the three time periods, namely past, present and future.
The contents are a commentary on the following two stanzas of the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya:
三世有由説 二有境果故 説三世有故 許説一切有 此中有四種 類相位待異 第三約作用 立世最為善 In the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya, the opinions of the four masters are explained as follows. The opinion of Dharmatrāta: The aspects change but the substances do not change when the dharmas exceed three times. This reality is compared to the fact that form is changed but colour is not changed when the golden vessel is destroyed and transformed into another thing. The opinion of Ghoṣaka: When the dharmas go beyond three times, the dharma of the past connects with the characteristic of the past, but it does not become free from those of the future and the present, and the dharma of the future connects with the characteristics of the future but does not liberate itself from those of the past and present; moreover the dharma of present connects with the characteristics of present but does not unchain itself from those of the past and the future. This situation is compared to the fact that a man can love more than one girl at the same time. The opinion of Buddhadeva: The times are only called by separate names in a complementary relation between before and after. This state can be compared to the fact that a woman is called mother or daughter. The opinion of Vasumitra: The dharmas are expressed as separate moments in times, such as the past, by reaching each stage when they surpass three times. This condition is compared to the fact that when a bead on an abacus is put on a unit's place, it is called 'one'; when it is put on the hundreds place, it is termed 'hundred'; and when it is put on the thousands place, it is called 'thousand'. (Cf. Taisho vol.29, p. 104c ll. 2-19, and Odani/Honjo (2007) pp.113-114.) 
